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1. 0	 INTRODUCTION
Fairchild Hiller Corporation was awarded a study contract
NAS 5-9658, Phase I, to investigate and determine the feasibility of
designing a flexible, roll-up array for a spinning spacecraft. After care-
ful study and initial design analysis, a "Proof-of-Principle" model was
designed, fabricated and tested.
During the course of initial studies and parametric analyses,
it became apparent that the concept of producing an array that could be
rolled onto a drum, stored in a small volume (for launch operations) and
unfurled to produce a large area photovoltaic power source was both
feasible and eminently desirable. As a result of the original efforts, a
continuation of the contract was awarded. Phase I results are presented
in Reference 1. 1.
Phase I1 of Contract NAS 5-9658 was devoted to detail design,
development and fabrication of a prototype deployable solar array. Experience
gained during design of the prototype model indicated that a definite
improvement in weight and packaged volume was obtainable with 2 flexible
solar array.
The system developed for the prototype unit consisted of two
flexible, back to back, substrates mounted on synchronized rollers and
deployed, was 2.16 ft. wide, 8. 2 ft. high and produced a projected 35. 5 ft. 2
solar array area. Phase II results are presented in Reference 1.2.
After the prototype deployable solar array unit had satisfactorily
passed all development tests, a continuation of the contract was awarded
to Fairchild Hiller as a PhaseIII work effort. This continuation was directed
toward flight qualification of the prototype unit with emphasis on the following
specific tasks:
1-1
a	 •	 Design, fabrication and testing of a modular flexible^	 g
array
•	 Design, fabrication and installation of interchangeable
linkage on the prototype; compatible with the modular
construction and simultaneous deployment concepts
•	 Determination of the natural frequency of the prototype
in the extended position
•	 Investigation of various techniques for the simultaneous
deployment of multiple arrays.
During study of the preceding items, various design changes were
investigated which would facilitate:
•	 Fabrication
a	 Testing
•	 Inspection
s	 Repair Procedure
Also efforts were expended to determine the growth (size and
power) potential of a Deployable Solar Array.
The following sections provide a detailed summary of the accomplish-
ments, and conclusions resulting from the Phase III efforts.
Section 2. 5 recommends and outlines additional investigations
for obtaining desirable information to supplement studies reported herein.
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2. 0
	
MODULAR ARRAY DESIGN
The optimum modular array design was achieved by considering
the combinations of materials employed in Phase II prototype and evaluating
the resultant designs through analysis and results of development tests.
The module consists of solar cells, coverglasses, substrate, electrical
wiring and mechanical interface.
Each module will be as depicted in Figure 2. 1 and has been designed
to have the following features:
•	 The substrate is flexible and similar in performance
to that used on the prototype developed during Phase II
•	 Each modus i is approximately two feet wide and one foot
long and has an area of at least two square feet
•	 The materials used are equivalent to those employed in
the Phase II prototype and are compatible with the space
environment
•	 The module interface is capable of withstanding the loads
imposed during deployment from a spacecraft spinning
at 160 rpm, with total array length of at least 20 feet
C^ 	 Twenty minutes is the required time for module replace-
ment
•	 Connections will not endanger adjacent layers of cells
when in the undeployed condition
•	 Modules have been designed to withstand the vibration
loads described in Section 2. 6
•	 The modules have been designed to be cycled from fully
packaged to fully deployed 50 times under loads closely
approximating an actual deployment without structural
failure
•	 The modules have been designed to withstand the thermal
vacuum requirements of typical flight prototypes.
2-1
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_	 2. 1	 Substrate, Solar Cell and Drum Diameter Selection
Thp
 drum diameter storage test was utilized together with Stress
Analysis to determine the best combination of cell dimensions and drum dia-
meter for application in a flexible deployable solar array.
2.1.1	 Test
The test consisted of a strain versus loading study of the cells on
various drum diameters and by an electrical and physical degradation deter-
mination of the solar cell assembly during the test. The cells tested were
8 and 13 mil in thickness and of 1 x 2 cm and 2 x 2 cm width and length.
The drum diameters were 1. 5 inches, 3. 0 inches, 4. 5 inches, and 6.625
inches. All other parameters were constant i. e. 6 mil coverslides solderless
N/P silicon type cells. Kapton substrate thickness (. 003 in. ), interconnecto
(. 002" expanded metal), and adhesives (8 ,; lgard 182 for coverslide assembly
and Silastic 108 for cell to substrate assembly).
2. 1. 1. 1 Sample Preparation
Four of the candidate cr'_ls were electrically connected in series
by silver expanded metal interconnectors. A SR-4 Strain Indicator Type 120A
Serial No. 1358 was adhered to the back side of three of the cells as shown
in Figure 2.2 with attached leads. (The strain indicator installation procedure
5	 is described in detail in attached appendix.) This assembly was then
adhered with a silicone rubber adhesive to a Kaptor. substrate strip. The
Kapton strip was provided with hinge. oops on each end for attaching to the
drum and to the loading fixture. A 1 / 32 inch thickness of polyurethane foam
strip was adhered to the side of the Kapton strip opposite the solar cells. See
Figures 2. 3 and 2.4 (Drawing No. 815-00000 -902A & -903A).
2.1.1.2 Performance
The assembled substrate was fastened to the select drum size (See
Figures 2. 5, 2.6 and 2.7 ;Drawing No. 815: 00000 -905A, -903 and 906A)
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in an extended position so that the assembly was vertically tangent to the
drum surface. See Figure 2.8. An incremental load of 1/2# to 1# was
applied to the loading fixture and the drum was then rotated until approxi-
mately a single wrap was rolled on the drum. Strain gage readings were
taken on a Baldwin Lima Hamilton strain indicator and were recorded.
The substrate was then extended to its original position and an additional
incremental load was applied. The above procedure was then repeated
until cell failure occurred (determined by visual inspection) or until sub-
strate maximum loading was approached. After each incremental loading,
the cells, glass slips and interconnectors were physically inspected for
cracks, chips or fractures. Additionally a voltage output was compared for
each cell after each incremental loading to the original voltage output as
well as a voltage output across the four series cells.
2.1.1.3 Results
The purpose of the tests is to determine the strain levels up to
failure in flexible substrate solar arrays so that safety factors can be
assigned. The tests are also designed to determine the influence of various
cell stack parameters and determine the optimum flexible array cell stack
configuration with current state-of-the-art components.
Preliminary testing showed up the problems in locating the strain
gages on the compression side. See Appendix 11 for correct procedure.
The final plots of strain, (Figures 2. 9 to 2. 22) show the wide variation strain.
Wide data spread in these plots is attributed to: (1) variation in
cell thickness from nominal values (in 2516 of samples a 2 to 516 variation
in thickness), (2) variable adhesive bond strength of cell to substra c.
Samples in some cases were limited because of non-recoverable failures
experienced with the strain gages.
Examination of the plots of cell bending strain versus substrate
loading shows generally that as drum diameter increases, the strain in
the cell groupings decreases over the range of substrate loadings investi-
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gated. A further general observation is that for the same drum diameter
sizes, the thinner cells develop a larger strain reading than the thicker
cells.
Throughout the incremental loadings of the drum diameter testing,
there was no appreciable variation in the voltage output of any of the cells
as indicated by a Simpson Voltmeter with a Tungsten light source approxi-
mately 1 foot from the cells. Voltage readings across the four series cells
during incremental loading indicated no discontinuity of the cell interconnec-
tions. Physical inspection of the interconnectors indicated no observable
fractures throughout the test period.
2.1.2	 Stress Analysis
A stress analysis was performed to relate cell breaking strength
to drum diameter. Sketched below are the geometric considerations of
the problem.
w	
140'
1
t
•	 '	 1
Dram	 ,I,
T
R
IPA,8
The stress due to bending and tension in the coverglass is
Mc	 TCr = • I	 + A

Where
M = moment in lb due to T
T =	 tension per cell - lb.
M =
 t sin B 2 ; 9= R	 sin 8
M = T w	 wR	 2
Preliminary analysis indicates that the tension stress due to T may be
neglected. Therefore, the bending stress is
6 T w2Q = 2D I t
where D = 2R
Figure 2. 23 presents the bending stress as a function of drum
diameter for a substrate load of 6 lb/in, which is the maximum tension
during deployment.
The breaking loads observed during the test are converted to
stress in Table 2-1. A histogram, Figure 2. 24,was constructed and the
breaking strength for which a 5 1fo mortality is allowed, determined. The
breaking strength, 15, 000 psi, is also plotted on the Figure 2. 23.
2.1.3
	 Selections
The parameters considered in selecting the proper drum sizes
for the cell dimensions are based on data extracted from the cell breaking
stress versus diameter curves. Plots of drum diameter versus strength
were generated at a constant load line of 6 lb. /in, substrate loading. This
substrate load was selected through examination of data of Figure I-1
resulting from the Spin Deployment Loads Study, (Appendix I). The 6# /in.
substrate loading is the maximum tension loading experienced by the sub-
strate. Additionally a safe limit of bending stress of the cells was selected
as 15, 000 lb in. 2. (This stress allows approximately 5% bi , eakage of the
cells.) When this stress line is superimposed on the curves of Figure 2. 23
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TABLE 2-1
Breaking Strength Data
nl
x 105Type Cell	 Load No. Spec. Dia. Stress Interval Inx 10, 000
psi
8 mil (2 x 2 cm)	 1.9 2 4.5 22,500 b .2333
2.9 1 349400 v .2333
5.6 1 66,200 f .0333
6.5 2 77, 000 g .0666
7.4 1 87,500 h .0333
1.07 2 3.0 199000 .1000
1.98 4 35.300 c
2.98 1 52,800 e .0666
0.61 5 1.5 219500 b
1.06 1 37,500 c
13 mil (2 x 2 cm)
	 4.69 4 3.0 45 9 000 d .2333
6.06 1 589200 e
2.43 2 1.5 46,500 d
13 mil (1 x 2 cm)	 6.78	 1	 4.5	 10,900	 a
	6.51
	 1	 1. 5
	 31,300	 c
8 mil (1 x 2 cm)
	 4.7	 1	 1.5	 45,300	 d
E	 1.0000
ic
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it illustrates that all drum diameters above this line are unsuitable for the
particular cell size and all drum diameters below the line are considered
safe design limits for a deployable roll-up array. Based on these observa-
tions it is recommended that the 1 x 2 cm cell 8 mil may be used with
drum diameters at or above 2. 0 inches and the 1 x 2 cm cell 13 mil may be
used with drum diameters at or above 1. 5 inches. The 8 mil 2 x 2 em cells
are unsuitable for those diameters studied. The 13 mil 2 x 2 cm cells
may be used with drum diameters greater than 4 in. During test of the
3 mil Kapton substrate, failures occurred at the loop at a minimum load of
3 lb.	 _.6. 5 kilograms or 14. 3 lb. This is _ 144. in x 2	 8. 85 lb/in, in the substrate81
which is adequate for the spin-deployment condition.
The 2 mil Kapton substrate would not be adequate. The 5 mil
would be too heavy.
It is recommended that the module have the following:
.003 in. thick Kapton, and 8 mil, 1 x 2 cm solar cells.
2.2	 Solar Cell Stack Installation
The solar cell stack is composed of solar cells interconnected elec-
trically with expanded silver mesh; the active surface of the cells is protected
by coverglasses. Testing of various adhesives for attachment of the cover-
glasses tc cells and cells to substrate was anticipated but was deferred since
the f:.rst selected adhesives proved sati5iactory. Sylgard 182 was used for
coverglass to cell installation and Silastic 108 for cell to substrate assembly.
These adhesives performed adequately within expected limits and should be con-
sidered for future module construction provided they meet any other perform-
ance criteria which may be established by mission environmental considerations.
The expanded silver mesh used to interconnect cells in the test speci-
mens was 3 mil thick and permitted 7 to 9 soldered points of contact to each
cell. 62-36 solder with 2% silver was used. Observation of the mesh during
testing of the specimens and electrical measurement of cell output (Sections
2. 1. 1. 2 and 2. 1. 1. 3) indicated that the mesh performed satisfactorily. It is
recommended for use in future module designs.
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2. 3	 Module Mechanical Interface
The design of the mechanical interface between modules was
accomplished through careful evaluation of various candidate designs.
The selected design is shown in Figur : 2. 25 (Drawing No. 815- 00000 -904).
The interface connection is:
•	 Reliable in operation
•	 Permits rapid replacement of any module as an element
•	 Exhibits acceptable load transference capabilities
•	 Causes no damage to the solar cells and other components
during any phase of its operatic:
•	 Is lightweight
• Can be integrated with the other components to achieve
the smallest size, and hence, the highest power/weight
module
•	 Is compatible with the electrical interface between modules.
This design is an interlocking hinge section pattern fabricated
from the same material as the substrate (Kapton film). It is folded and
adh9red to both sides of the substrate at each end of the module. Several
adhesives were investigated for adhering the hinge to the substrate. These
were tested for pull strength and all of the adhesives failed at the bond
with the exception of Permacel #18 tape adhesive. This sample failed at
the hinge portion by the actual rupturing or tearing of the Kapton at levels
in excess of 100% of the predicted tension requirements of the deployed array.
Cold temperature pull tests were also performed with the Permacel
#18 adhesive samples, and showed no evidence of adhesive bond failure.
In related work conducted by F HC, for JPL under Contract
951969 (Reference 2. 1) at a later date than the work described above,
another method of mechanically interconnecting modules was developed
which is believed to be superior. The modules are reinforced along each
2-32
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edge to be joined by a strip of Kapton film, 2 mil thick and 0. 5 inch wide.
Accurately space holes .187 inch diameter are cut through the reinforced
substrate. Adjacent modules are overlapped and "laced" together using a
5 mil thick Kapton strip 0. 185 inch wide. This design withstood 5 lbs/
inch tension load without damage. The load carrying ability of the design
can be increased by closer spacing of the "lacing" holes and increasing the
substrate doubler thickness.
Advantages accruing from this design approach G re simplicity
of fabrication, lighter weight, and thinner attachment (hinge) joints.
	
2.4	 Module Electrical Interfaces
The electrical connector to be used at the module-to-module
interface posed a design problem. Ideally, the connector will be no thicker
than the maximum thickness of the body of the module, (i. e. , the sum of
the thicknesses of the substrate, cell, coverglass, and associated adhesive).
From the standpoint of simplicity of installation and reliability,
soldering of wires between modules was considered. This approach has
the advantage of being quite flexible, provided the solder is restricted to
a small length of the wires. Soldered wires are not as convenient for
assembly or disconnection as mechanical plug-type connectors, which also
weigh more than soldered joints. Probably the greatest disadvantage of
plug connectors is their bulk. The MTB type connector manufactured by
ITT Cannon appears to be the best commercially available connector for
this application. It is 0.080 inch thick and has pins on 0.050 inch centers,
each rated at 3 amps. This connector exhibits many desirable features and
should be seriously considered.
	
2.5	 Recommended Additional Investigations
The study has investigated a number of problem areas inherent
in a roll-up solar array for deployment on a spinning spacecraft. As is
often the case with such studies, it has also uncovered areas in which
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additional investigations are indicated. The program reported herein did
not permit construction and testing of complete array panel modules, but
much useful information could be obtained by such follow-on work. A
description of a possible effort that will accomplish the objective is pre-
sented in the following paragraphs.
2.5.1	 Module Fabrication
Two modules using dummy cells of aluminum sheet and two
modules using flight quality cells will be fabricated. The dummy cell
modules will consist of cells and substrate only, whereas the o,her two
modules will be complete with wiring, cells, coverglasses blocking
diode packages, electrical connectors, etc., all of flight quality. Elec-
trical interface connectors will be supplied together with feed-through
power wiring on the dummy cell modules.
Upon completion of the installation of cells, diodes, and cover-
glasses on the substrate, the assembly will be inspected for conformance
to the following criteria of acceptance.
The defects listed below must not exist and will constitute cause
for rejection:
C ells
a. Any crack in the cell
b. Any twin plane in the cell
C.	 Any deep scratch on the cell surface which may be mis-
taken for a crack
d. Any combination of edge chips exceeding 0. 150 inches in
total length
e. Any edge chip projection more than 0. 015 inches from the
edge of the cull into the face of the cell
f. Any corner chip with hypotenuse greater than 0. 045 inches
g. Any gap in the "N" contact
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h. Any combination of grid gaps exceeding 0. 100 inches
total per cell
i. Any looseness of the grids or contacts which will tend to
cause separation
J .	Discoloration or blemishes on the cell surface or in the
cell coating which will reduce reliability, make application
of the coverslide difficult, or make inspection of the solar
panel assembly difficult.
C overglasses
a. Improper orientation of coverglass on the cell
b. Covering of less than 90% of the active cell surface
C.	 Coverglass overhanging cell surface by more than . 010
inches
d. Gap of less than .003 inches between edges of coverglass
and adjacent components
e. Any crack in the coverglass
f. Any strain, visible to the naked eye
g. Any bubble or seed exceeding .015 inches in diameter
h. Any scratch in the glass or coating
i. Any chip projecting more than 0. 015 inches into the
glass
j. Any corner chip (including the corner crop) with
hypotenuse greater than 0. 045 inches.
Electrical interconnection of the solar cells will be accomplished
through the use of flexible interconnectors.
Wherever possible, the requirements of NASA Quality Publication
NPC 200-4 will be adhered to in soldering of electrical connections. Where
post fabrication inspection is impossible, NPC 200-4 is not applicable and
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techniques will be established by FHC for inspection of such hidden areas.g	
These standards will be described in sufficient detail so that an inspection
criteria can be estab''.shed and effectee throughout fabrication by the various
inspectors. These criteria shall include but not be limited to:
•	 'Type of solder used
0	 Quantity of solder
•	 Application of solder
0	 Heat control
•	 Post solder cleaning
0	 Solder joint defects
In developing the standards, an investigation will be conducted
to determine the feasibility of inspecting through the flexible substrate
those soldering joints that are located on the cell face adjacent to the
flexible substrate. If such inspection is feasible, it will be incorporated
into the inspection criteria and procedures.
2.5.2	 Recommended Module Performance Tests
Vibration, tension fatigue, thermal vacuum, magnetic, and
sunlight power per formance tests will be accomplished or the two flight
quality modules.
The vibration test concept utilizes a rigid fixture which incor-
porates the fixture design (Figure 2. 26, Drawing No. 815-00000-907A)
with the module assembly wound `round a drum to simulate the undeployed
configuration. The lest will consist of a two-a.xis sine and random motion
evaluation. The input test levels, defined in Table 2-2, will be applied and
monitored through separate control and input accelerometer mounted side
by side on the test fixture. Verification of there levels will be recorded
on an x-y plotter as acceleration vs. frequency for the sine sweep test and
as acceleration density vs. frequency for the random motion test.
For the tension fatiglze test, one end of the module will be
attached 'o the drum. A dummy load, simulating the maximum design
load will be applied to the opposite end. A hand crank arrangement will
then be used to cycle the module on and off the drum for a total of 50
cyc le s.
Before and after the vibration and tension fatigue tests, the
module will be visually inspected for damage; sunlight power performance
tests will be conducted to determine if there is power output degradation.
TI.-.e natural frequency of vibration of the prototype unit in its
extended position will be determined with the unit rigidly mounted on a
firm base and deployed upward. In this position a known displacement
will be applied to the free end of the asserrobly. Upon _release of the dis-
placement load, the system will resonate at its deployed natural frequency.
Accelerometers will be mounted to the module assembly and their responses
during the free vibration per4 ,.,-i will be recorded on a visicorder. The de-
ployed natural frequency of the assembly will be determined normal to the
module plane, parallel (edge wide) to the module plane, and torsionally
about the extension axis of the module assembly.
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TABLE 2-2
TEST LEVELS
1. Sinusoidal test levels
Frequency	 Thrust (Z) Axis	 Transverse (X&Y) Axis
(cps)
	
"G" (rms)
	 "G" (rms)
	
5-50	 2.3	 0.9
	
51-500	 10.7
	 2.1
	
501-2000	 21.0
	 4.2
2001-3000	 54.0	 17.0
Sweep rate to be constant at 2 octaves perminute
2. Random test levels
Frequency Range	 PSD	 Amplitude	 Duration
(cps)	 (G2/cps)	 ("G" rms)	 (minutes)
20-2000	 .07	 11.78	 4.0
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3.0	 INTERCHANGEABLE LINKAGE
AW
	
	
The flexible solar array deployment mechanism design which was
developed during Phases I and II of contract NAS-5-9658 is considered to be
the deployment and supporting system for the modular array. The design
loads for the modular array substrate have been generated by considering
two array mechanisms as being mounted diametrically opposed and 1. 5 feet
from the spin axis of a 300 lb., 3 ft. diameter, homogeneous spacecraft. The
spacecraft, at initiation of deployment, has a spin rate of 160 rpm and the two
arrays are considered to be synchronously deployed. Various arrays having
deployed lengths between 8 and 20 feet have been analyzed to determine deploy-
ment characteristics and induced loads.
Results of the analysis are given in Appendix I and were used in the
design of the linkage.
The extension linkage of the prototype deployment mechanism has
been redesigned to facilitate assembly and replacement. The redesign meets
the following requirements:
•	 The linkage has the same structural and mechanical character-
istics as the existing linkage
•	 The linkage is interchangeable with the existing linkage
•	 All sets of the linkage are interchangeable except for the base
set
•	 A design goal for time of replacement of a set of links was less
than 30 minutes with the arrays removed.
The design effort coricentrated on the development of a hinge mechan-
ism, including torque springs, which can be easily and quickly disassembled and
assembled to permit rapid link replacement. Existing hinge centerline geometry
was maintained and the local geometry near the hinge of the redesigned links
was established to maintain compatibility with existing linkage, thereby meeting
3-1
the interchangeability requirement. See Figure 3.1 (Dwg. 815-00000-910),
Link Pin Assembly.
The present concept routes the electrical cables, which connect the
solar cells to the spacecraft, from each module to the outboard end of the
extension linkage and then along the linkage system to the spacecraft. This
approach solves the problem of power transfer across the deployment drum
rotational axis which exists if the power cables are routed across the inboard
end of the array. During deployment, the cabling undergoes flexure only and
an uninterrupted cable may be used for power transmission. If the power
cables were routed across the deployment drum (inboard end) of the array,
some means of connecting the power cables (such as slip rings) across the
rotating drum must be employed. The first approach exhibits a higher relia-
bility and, for that reason, is the system employed.
Using this approach, the e`fects upon the power cable configuration
of replacing linkages, or of adding linkages, were examined and evaluated,
and suitable consideration was given to this problem to insure an optimum
design.
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	4.0	 NATURAL FREQUENCY DETERMINATION
Part of the Phase III contract effort was to test the Deployable
Solar Array Prototype Unit (fabricated under Phase II of the basic contract)
and determine its natural frequency in a fully extended configuration. The
natural frequency of the DSA was to be determined in each of the following
modes:
• Normal to substrate
• Parallel to substrate
• Torsional (about the central axis of the scissors assembly)
	
4.1	 Description of Test
For this test, the Prototype Unit was attached to a fixed base, as
it would be mounted in service. The unit was deployed vertically to its
fully extended position and a strain gage accelerometer was attached to the
outboard substrate spreader plate (as shown in Figure 4. 1). Accelerometer
responses were recorded on an oscillograph, using light beam galvanometers.
The usable frequency range of the galvonometers, used for this test, was
DC to 3K Hz. Calibration of the instrumentation was accomplished by
inversion of the accelerometers (t 1 G).
The test unit was excited by displacing the outboard substrate
spreader plate in the direction of the desired oscillation and then releasing
it. The unit was permitted to oscillate until all motion was reduced to zero
through natural damping. O-cillographic records of the accelerometer
readings were obtained during the entire oscillation time of the unit.
	
4.2	 Test Results
Using the equipment, set-up and methods outlined in Section 4. 1,
the following information was obtained for each tested mode.
1-.
4-1
Accelerometer
peter
,gel
M--
Test direction
Oscillo-	 20 Kc
Graph	 Carrier
Lht Beam	 Amp.(Givos.
Figure 4.1
DSA Phase III Natural Frequency Determination
Accelerometer Location and Equipment Hookup
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4.2.1	 Test Direction Normal to Substrate
In this direction the motion of the system is complex, in that it is
the result of motion of the scissors assembly. The scissors behaves, to
some extent, as a simple beam fixed at one end. The beam action is
effected by some motion being taken up in the loose hinge pins, as these
joints are unloaded during oscillation. The action of the scissors assembly
is also affected by the movement of the substrate, whose oscillation is
characterized by a tendency to flap; especially at the extremes of travel.
Figure 4. 2 is a plot of acceleration versus time for the first 1. 5 (approximate)
cycles of oscillation. This plot shows the detail motion of the DSA in this
direction. Figure 4. 3 is a plot of acceleration versus time for several
oscillations. This figure is somewhat idealized to facilitate determination
of the periods of oscillation. The end points of the periods shown on the
graph have not been changed and are taken from actual measurements.
4.2.2	 Test Direction Parallel to Substrate
In this direction the motion of the system is affected by substrate
motion only to a minor extent. Figure 4.4 is a plot of acceleration versus
time for several oscillations. The periods shown are taken from actual
measurements.
4. 3. 3	 Test Direction Torsional
In this direction the system returns very rapidly to its equilibrium
state, with vibrations practically non-existent after three (3) cycles. The
only visible motionremaining after the third cycle is a standing wave in the
edge of the substrate which is reflected back and forth at approximately 0. 5
seconds from end to end. Periods shown in Figure 4. 5 are taken from actual
measurements.
4-7
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5.0	 SIMULTANEOUS DEPLOYMENT
A preliminary design study was completed which investigated
various methods of simultaneously deploying two arrays. The study encom-
passed eight (8) different type deployment methods (three electrical and five
mechanical) and listed the advantages and disadvantages of each (Table 5. 1).
5.1	 Electrical Systems
The three systems evaluated which were electrically controlled
are:
• Master/Slave with electrical controlling brake
• Drive motors with a comparative system
• Drive motor with a master unit.
Details of these systems and their relative advantages and/or
disadvantages are discussed in the following sections.
5.1.1
	 Master/Slave Electrical System Controlling Brake
Simultaneous deployment of two arrays is controlled through an
electro-mechanical system. A potentiometer is used as a sensing element,
to determine the position of each array, and a servomechanism varies the
brake force; which increases or decreases the speed of the slave array to
match the master array. A dual planetary gear system is used in the
centrifugal brake. One planetary gear mechanism makes the centrifugal
brake more effective by increasing the speed of rotating flyweights with
respect to the array drum speed. This is the system used in the Phase II
Deployable Solar Array. The second planetary system is identical to the
first except springs are attached to the rotating carrier instead of the
brake flyweights (see Figure 5. 1). By indexing the ring gear of the spring
planetary gear system, with the servomechanism, the position of the spring
carrier will change with respect to the flyweight carrier. This change
increases or decreases the counterbalance spring load and varies the force
of the centrifugal brake.
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Figure 5.2 is a block diagram of the system used to control the
position of one deploying array with respect to another.
The master arrays position is determined by a 10 turn potentio-
meter attached to the shaft of one of the idler gears which is associated with
the substrate drum mechanism. When a voltage is applied across the pot,
the voltage at the wiper is directly proportional to the number of revolutions
of the drum; which in turn is directly proportional to the length of the deployed
array. An identical potentiometer is attached to the slaved array and gives a
voltage output directly proportional to the length of deployment. The output
voltage from the master and slave pots are connected to a comparator circuit
in order to determine any voltage difference between the two. The comparator
is basically a differential amplifier whose output is defined by the equation:
e =(e	 - e )
o m s
where	 em = master element potentiometer voltage
e s	slave element potentiometer voltage
If the master array's voltage is greater than the slave voltage, then the out-
put from the comparator will increase. However, if the opposite is true then
the output from the comparator will decrease. As shown by Figure 5. 2, the
output of the comparator goes to a positional servomechanism, which drives a
ring gear connected to the brake restraining springs. The servo will drive the
drum: CW or CCW depending upon commands from the comparator. One direction
will demand more braking action, while the opposite will demand less. A po-
tentiometer, attached to the motor shaft (or the drum shaft), is the position
feedback element and determines when the drum has reached the proper position.
The servo motors shown in Figure 5.2 are driven by operational
amplifiers which offer a number of advantages:
1.	 The necessary compensation network, needed to stabilize
the servo control loop, is easily inserted in the feedback
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loop of the amplifier.
2. The DC gain of the amplifier, which determines positioning
accuracy, is easily varied by changing the summing resistors
or the amplifier feedback resistor.
3. The differences in the resistance of input potentiometers for a
given pot position can be compensated for by changing the
resistance of the summing resistors in the operational ampli-
fie r.
In addition, slight gain differences in the comparators can be compensated for
in a like manner. The comparator and operational amplifier are all solid state
potted modules readily available from many manufacturers. The power tran-
sistors are required to provide the necessary power gain between the opera-
tional amplifier and the motor.
The DC motor and gear head which will satisfy the arrays require-
ments, is the Barker Column Type FYLM23300 Motor and BYLH-923 gear
head or equivalents. These units are very small, light. and reliable.
If the spacecraft power source is not available, a battery will have
to be installed. Since the battery is a large percentage of synchronization system
weight, every effort should be made to use spacecraft power. A representa-
tive battery that would satisfy all requirements is the Burgess CD 201, which
weighs 20 oz, and has a volume of 18 in. 3.
Table 5.2 gives the weights and sizes of the various system compon-
ents shown in Figure 5.2. These weights are representative and are not to be
taken as optimum. However, the weights and sizes should not vary from- those
given hY more than 10170.
5.1.2	 Drive Motors - Comparative System
This method of synchronizing deployment of two deployable solar
arrays involves the direct drive of the L crew jack, which actuates the scissor
mechanism. The centrifugal brakes are the control units and the motors are
5 -7
TABLE 5-2
WEIGHTS
A. MASTER/SLAVE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM CONTROLLING BRAKE
Size Weight
1" dia. x 1. 6" 2. 2 oz.
7/8" dia. x .7" .5
3x3.5x.6 6.8
14" dia. x 1" 4.2
18" dia. x 1 " 2.1
5x2x1.8 20.0
35. 8 oz.
2. 25 lbs.
B21 A-80 .31
X9 - 140A .17
B21A - 34 .09
1+30-25 .03
8x_2x3AL .02
22 dia. x 8 AL .06
TOTAL WEIGHT 2.93
Item
Position Potentiometer (2)
Feedback Potentiometer
Pic. Card
Motor
Gear Head
Battery
Planet Gear (2)
Ring Gear
Planet Gear (2)
Sun Gear
Planet Carrier
Spring Carrier
B. DRIVE MOTORS COMPARATIVE SYSTEM (Deleted, See Section 5.1.2)
C. DRIVE MOTOR, MASTER UNIT (Deleted, See Section 5.1. 3)
D. DRUM & TENSION CABLES
Drum	 4" dia. x 3" wide_	 .6 lb.
Cable
	 2 dia. x 20 feet	 .8 lb.
Drum Brac:cet
	 8 x 3 x 12 x 3	 .3 lb.
Pulleys & Guides 	 . 7 1L.
Hardware	 2 lb.
f	 2.6 lbs.
5-8 	 (continued)
(Table 5-2--continued)
E. FLEXIBLE SHAFT
Item
Core
Casing
End Fittings
Clamps & Hardware
F. HYDRAULIC
Damper (Motor) (2)
Hose (2 required)
Fluid
MTG Brackets
Size
	 Weight
150 dia. x 10 ft. (Stow)	 . 5 lb.
32 O. D. Plastic x 10 ft.	 1.6
1.0
.3
3. 4 lbs.
1
.5 dia. x 2"	 3. 5 lb.
4 I. D. x 6'	 4.0
.3
.7
8. 5 lbs.
G. BELT (CHAIN) ITEM
Belt (Positive Drive)
Gears & Brackets
Guides & Hardware
H. RIGID SHAFT ITEM
Shaft
Universal Joints (6)
MTG Brackets
Hardware
8 " w. x 75"
	
1. 0 lb.
2" dia.	 .5 lb.
.5 lb.
2. 0 lb.
3Dia. x 5 feet	 .5 lb.
8 O. D.	 .5
1.0
.5
2. 5 lbs.
41
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(
	 used to reduce the rate of deployment of the faster moving array. A bock
diagram illustrating this arrangement is shown in Figure 5.3.
The principle advantage of this system is that the array can be
retracted at any time and then redeployed at a later date. This requirement
becomes desirable if the spacecraft is to be subjected to severe maneuvering
conditions. However, for single deployment, as now contemplated, the direct
drive system is not recommended for the following reasons:
1. The drive motor would have to be much larger and heavier
than presently considered necessary.
2. The larger motor would require mire power resulting in a
much larger battery.
3. The cost would be significantly increased.
4. The associated hardware, linkages motor mounts, etc., would
be more complicated than now envisioned.
A direct drive torque motor could be mounted directly on the screw
jack shaft thereby eliminating the gear head.
5.1.3	 Drive Motor-Master Unit
This system uses one array as a master unit (controlled by a centri-
fugal brake only), with a drive motor attached to the scissor linkage screw
jack and synchronizes the other array by increasing or decreasing its rate of
deployment. A block diagram of this system is shown in Figure 5.4. In
addition to the disadvantages of System B, the drive motor would also be work-
ing against the centrifugal brake when the rate of deployment is increased.
This system is considered the lease desirable of the electrically operated
systems and is not recommended.
5.2	 Mechanical Drive System
Five mechanical type deployment systems were evaluated for applica-
bility to this study. The following sections describe these systems and their
relative merits. (See Table 5-3).
5-1`!
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	5.2.1	 Drum and Tension Cables
The drum for the tension cables could be located at various points
inside the structure. Pulleys and guides would be used for routing the cables
which are attached to the end plate of the substrate. The cable would have
guides beside the scissor linkages and remain in tension after deployment, in
order to restrain the cables. The drum would be grooved for the cables and
rate controlled by a torsion spring and centrifugal brake. The drum brake
could replace the centrifugal brakes in the separate arrays, however, the
relative reliability of the system would be decreased. The drum brake and
torsion spring would be calibrated to retard the faster moving array, but would
not stop the deployment completely. This system is the only mechanical
device that would allow one array to deploy if the other array fails. Another
method would be to roll the tension cable onto a drum attached to the substrate
drum shaft, instead of being attached to the substrate end plate. This arrange-
ment eliminates the retarding loads in the scissor linkage and removes the
cable tension from deployed mechanism, but the accuracy in controlling de-
ployment motion is slightly reduced. The cable attached to the substrate drum
serves a dual purpose, in that it could assist in rewinding the array and provide
some tension in the deployed substrate which would aid in reducing sag or bil-
lowing.
	
5.2.2	 Flexible Shaft
The flexible shaft would have to be routed around the outside of the
structure, clamped in several places and a large loop left at each interface.
The flexible shaft could also be connected to the centrifugal brake in order to ob-
tain a higher speed than normally provided by the substrate drum shafts. The
greater speed would reduce the shaft torque and twist and allow the use of a
smaller and lighter flexible shaft. The friction in the shaft would effect the
operation of the centrifugal brake and thus necessitate attachment to some
other point. The flexible shaft would connect the deployable arrays together
5-13
mechanically and control the rate of deployment induced by drum rotation.
This system would require only a simple modification to the existing arrays
and an easy installation on a spacecraft. Since alignment is not critical
and various routes can be followed, within the limits of the shaft bend radius,
no problems are foreseen. The reliability of a flexible shaft is good, but if
one array failed to deploy, the other would be locked by the direct connection
of the shaft.
5.2. 3	 Hydraulic System
A hydraulic hose could be routed and clamped around the outside of
the structure and a hydraulic damper attached to the substrate drum shaft of
each array. With a closed loop system, where the same volume of fluid passes
through each damper, the rate of deployment could be controlled by controlling
the drum rotation. The hydraulic damper would replace the centrifugal brake
and be calibrated by varying the orifice size. This system, however, is heavy,
presents a threat of possible fluid contamination and requires temperature
compensation. Therefore, it is not considered one of the better systems.
5.2.4	 Belt (Chain ) Drive
A timing belt w.suld be used to interconnect a gearhead on each array
and provide a direct drive between units. By using pulleys and guides, the
belt could be routed by various paths through or around the structure. The belt
drive would be strong and lightweight but could present installation problems
and might be critical in alignment. This system also becomes complex with
..nore than two arrays, and the malfunction of one array would prevent the
other arrays from deploying, because of the direct mechanical drive. The belt
system is not considered suitable for DSA simultaneous deployment because
its disadvantages out-weight its better points.
5.2.5	 Rigid Shaft
The rigid shaft is considered the least desirable of the mechanical
t	 Fystems, since it requires a large number of parts and excessive machining
_	 g
7
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of the structure. In addition, alignment is critical and the response in
vibration is w crse than the other methods considered. Even a combination
of rigid and flexible shafting offers few advantages. The rigid shaft, routed
through the center of the structure, provides the best arrangement, but re-
quires a direct path and supports in the middle of the structure. because of
increased structural requirements, alignment consideration and machining
problems, this system is not considered suitable.
6.0	 METHODS OF ORIENTING FLEXIBLE ARRAYS
Several methods were considered for the single axis orientation of
flexible solar arrays with the best method illustrated in Figure 6. 1. In this
mechanism, two flanged shafts are connected through thrust bearings to the
structui a and deployable solar array support. A honeycomb back-up plate is
attached to the arrays flanged shaft and this unit is rotated witn a worm and
gear which holds the array in any position desired. One of the main advantages
of this system is that the appropriate electronics will orientate different
arrays independently in or out of phase. Also, the pivot mechanism is
located completely on the outside of the structure. Weight estimates for this
system are shown in Table 6-1.
An alternate method is shown in Figure 6. 2, in which a shaft passes
through the center of the structure. A single motor gearbox is used to
orientate the arrays and a split shaft can rotate the arrays in phase or out of
phase; but not independently or can the phasing be changed. A single shaft
connecting the two arrays could only rotate the arrays in phase. This
system weighs more and obstructs the center of the structure, therefore,
is not recommended.
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TADLE 6-1
(
WEIGHT ESTIMATES OF ARRAY ORIEN TATION SYSTf,MS
Flanged Shaft Item
	 Number Required
Flanged Shaft-Array	 2
Flanged Shaft-Structure
	 2
Bearings	 4
Retaining Rings	 2
Worm Gear	 2-
Worm	 2
Back-up Plate
	 2 (2 x 15 x 30)
Motor-Gearhead
	 2
Hardware
Through Shaft
Motor Gearbox I.
Shaft 2
Bearings 2
Flanges 2
Back-up Plates 2
Hardware
Total Weight
1.0 lb
.9
.4
.05
.5
.02
4.2
1.0
.3
7. 37 Lbs.
5.0
1. 5
.6
.8
4.2
.3
12. 4 Lbs.
6-3
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FIGURE 6,2 ORIENTATION OF DEPLOYABLE SOLAR
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7.0
	 CONCLUSIONS
A modular array was designed as presented in Section 2.0. The
module is feasible at this point in the study. As outlined in paragraph 2. 5,
sample modules may be built and delivered. As presented in paragraph
2. 1. 3, the section of solar cells for array modules is limited by the breaking
strength of the cells.
A "handle" on cell breaking strength was achieved from the tests con-
ducted. It is concluded that variation in cell and coverglass thickness and
properties is too great. It is recommended that strength tests of solar cells
without substrate be investigated. Variables would include thickness of cells,
thickness of coverglass, and type and thickness of adhesive. Upon completion
of these tests, conclusions can be made concerning higher or more consistent
strength solar cell assemblies.
It is recommended that partial adhesive attachment of 2 x 2 em solar
cells to the substrate be investigated; ie, in drum tangential direction,only the
center 1 cm o: the cell be attached to. the substrate.
An interchangeable link design was achieved and is presented in
Section 3.0.
Prototype natural frequencies were determined as presented in
Section 4.0. These results show that roll-up arrays have no particular
advantage over rigid array from the vibration standpoint. The vibration
patterns are complex and have fairly high damping which may minimize
interaction with other systems.
Simultaneous deployment studies were conducted (Section 4. 0^ The
master and slave electrical system which controls the prototype centrifugal
brake system used on the prototype is the recommended system (paragraph
5.1.1).
Two methods of orienting flexible arrays are discussed. The ultimate
choice of the method to use is intimately related to the spacecraft structure.
Therefore, no definite conclusion is presented here.
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APPENDIX I
Spin Deployment Loads
One objective of this study program was to determine the feasibility
of designing and fabricating an array and associated deployment/support
structure, which would be capable of being expanded in length and, hence, in
power output. The design approach used involves a modular concept which
allows the substrate and cell stack to be replaced and provide the capability
of inserting additional scissor linkage elements in the supporting structure.
Selection of correct size of substrate and components of the scissor structure
is dependent, to a large extent, upon loads which they must resist during
deployment from a spinning spacecraft.
A second objectove of Phase III of this program was to investigate
various means of accomplishing simultaneous deployment of two or more DSA
units (Reference Section 5.0). One criteria for selection of the most desirable
system to accomplish simultaneous deployment is that the system be of minimum
weight. Proper section of components for a synchronization mechanism demands
a knowledge of the loads imposed upon components during deployment.
Using a computer program developed during Phase I and II and
modifying it to permit a more comprehensive investigation of deployment
loads, a study was conducted which investigated the effects upon such loads
of variations in significant parameters; such as total deployed length, radius
of the brake drum, storage drum diameter, and brake drum to storage drum
gearing ratio. Figures I-1, -2, and 3 present some of the pertinent data as a
function of time from initiation of deployment; Figure I-1 indicates the tension
developed in one substrate, Figure I-2 shows the maximum tangential (in-
plane) bending moment, and Figure I-3 presents the spacecraft rotational
velocity.
Data for four significant configurations are presented. Configuration
A6 is similar to A7 except that braking forces are increased in A7. Exami-
nation of the curves indicates that effects upon substrate tension by variations
in deployment rate are negligible, but the maximum tangential bending
	 -_
moment is inversely proportional to the time of deployment. This conclusion
is confirmed by comparison of Configurations A8 and A9. The large and very
sharp rise in substrate tension which occurs at the end of deployment, is
caused by the geometry of the supporting scissor linkage and the constant load
applied by the screw-jack drive system. Increasing the final. angle between
scissor elements by a few degrees will reduce this substrate tension to a value
similar to that experienced immediately after initiation of deployment.
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Configurations A8 and A9 differ from each other only in the amount of
braking fox ce applied and, hence, in the time of deployment. Increasing the
deployment time results in a decrease in maximum tangential bending moment
(as is noticed in Configurations A6 and A7). It should be noted that Configu-
rations A6 and A7 have a total deployed length of 8.6 feet and Configurations
A8 and A9 have a total deployed length of 21.4 feet. The latter configurations
also have a larger storage drum diameter and a slightly larger radius for the
brake drum. Increasing the storage drum diameter results in a decreased
bending load in the cell stacks as introduced by substrate tension and the
tendency of this load to bend the cell stacks around the drum circumference.
The larger drum diameter is possible since the total depth of the unit in the
stowed position has been increased by the stacked height of the scissor linkage.
Configurations A6 and A7 have four sets of scissor links, whereas Configura-
tions A8 and A9 have ten sets of scissor linkages. One disadvantage of the
increased storage drum is that it introduces larger torque forces to the
brake system, for a given value of substrate tension. This effect has been
offset to some extent by increasing the radius of the brake drum and the gear
ratio between drum and brake.
Some conclusions which may be drawn from the data obtained so far
are:
• Substrate tension increases with an increase in total deployed
length. The 154-pounds of tension in one substrate is equivalent
to approximately 2000 psi tension in the substrate. This is well
within the 20,000 psi allowable of the Kapton material which is
used in the substrate. Furthermore, it does not impose excessive
loads on the bond line of the mechanical hinge connections between
substrate modules.
• Decreasing the rate of deployment significantly reduces the
maximum tangential bending moment; this bending moment
produces the critical loads for a scissor linkage design.
• Increasing the total deployed length of the unit requires an
increase in the package depth of the unit. However, the
increased loads resulting from the longer substrates can be
handled quite adequately by the existing structural design.
They do require, however, a change in gear ratio between
the storage drum and the centrifugal brake.
{
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APPENDIX II
Strain Gage Mounting Instructions for DS A
1. The mounting surface should be carefully cleaned in accordance with
general strain gage installation techniques. In this case, degrease
with distilled trichloroethylene or preferably, MEK. Plastic, glass
or similar materials usually require only a careful degreasing to pre-
pare them for the bonding operation. Plastics should be degreased
with solvents which will not attack the surface. In any case, the surface
must be smooth. Caution--Do not contaminate surface after cleaning.
When the surface is completely dry, it is ready for the adhesive.
2. Bond formation cccurs as soon as the activated strain gage touches the
cement film; it is not possible to move the gage after it is put down.
One of the most convenient handling methods for the gage, which permits
very accurate installation, involves the use of a transparent pressure
sensitive tape as a gage handling tool. Cut off a piece of tape to a length
of one or two inches more than the overall length of the gage. The tape,'
should normally be wider than the gage. Place the tape over the epoxy
gage in such a manner that the gage is well centered on the tape, with
the gage axis lines parallel to the tape axis (sketch A). Press the tape
firmly on the gage. Caution--Care must be taken to place gage face up.
Pick Gage up on tape, with gage ;maxis aligned either transversely or longi-
tudinally with tape axis. (Manner of alignment depends on the particular
installation problem).
3. Open the bottle of GA-1A accelerator, and apply a film of the liquid over
the entire back of the strain gage (sketch C). A certain amount of strok-
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ing with the brush produces a more even deposit of the accelerator, but
`	 do not allow the tape adhesive to be dissolved and carried up over the
sides of the gage, since the mastic will interfere with bond formation.
The gage must now be allowed to dry for at least 4 minutes when the
green accelerator is used, and it is often convenient to accomplish this
by sticking one end of the gage carrier tape to any convenient support
which allows it to hang free in the air.
..f
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Sketch C
Apply film of GA-1A Accelerator to back of gage
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Sketch D
Locate gage in proper position on part, holding gage and tape slightly
above mounting surface. When placement is correct, stick down ONE
end of tape to lock it in alignment. Never allow gage or tape to touch
the actual area of gage installation in this step.
4. When the gage has been properly located as shown in sketch D, stick
down one end of the tape to within a sixteenth -inch or so of the gage edge.
Use the cement bottle applicator to draw a bead of adhesive into the fillet
-F	 formed between the gage and the mounting surface (sketch E). The gage
tape should then be wiped down with firm, progressive pressure causing
the cement to flow out into a thin film under the gage. Use a piece of
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(tissue or some other means to prevent the cement from contacting
the fingers during this step, (Sketch F).
1'1? 	 Sketch E
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Draw Bead of Cement into Fillet Between Gage Tape and Mounting Surface
Sketch F
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Wipe down tape with wad of tissue, using firm pressure and progressive
motion. Hold free end of tape off surface with other hand, so that
contact line between surface and tape advances uniformly.
5. Lead wires may now be attached to gage tabs as follows:
1. The strain gage is washed lightly with a cotton swab wetted
with trichloroethylene or alcohol.
2. Gently rub the tabs to clean off any residue cement or tape
mastic.
CAUTION-- Do not allow swab to touch grid area as this can make large
changes iii gage resistance.
3. Clean tinned tip of soldering iron to remove any excess solder.
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Solder
}
4. Using fine (. 015) resin core solder place single strand across one
gage tab at point farthest away from grid (Figure 3) and touch soldering
iron to top of solder strand until solder melts and flows on tab.
f r
Figure 3
5. Repeat for other tab.
Lead wire
<--- Tape down
Figure 4
6. Place end of leadwire on gage tab in same manner as solder was placed
in Step 5, and apply iron to top of wire until solder flows and joint is
made. Repeat for other tab.
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